Screening test data analysis for liver disease prediction model using growth curve.
This study was done based on screening test data accumulated from 1994 to 2001 for studying of risk factor related with liver disease and prediction model of liver disease. In the existing study related with liver, the main current is studying on liver cancer, not on liver disease, previous step into liver cancer. As a result of estimating prediction model through the risk factors of liver disease and the growth curve on the basis of data, it is shown that most of the risk factors about liver disease are also those about known well as liver cancer. In addition, to investigate liver disease prevalence from the viewpoint of the future, this study presumed risk factor through the various growth curve analysis and examined logistic regression, decision tree and neural network from those estimators. In the case of neural network using growth curve estimator of Xi(5)=alphai+betaiT+epsiloniT, accuracy of liver disease was 72.55% and sensitivity was 78.62%. On the other hand, in the case of liver disease prediction model using recent screening test data estimator, accuracy was 72.09% and sensitivity was 71.72%. Those are lower than liver disease prediction model of growth curve analysis. In the various liver disease prediction models assumed by growth curve and many distinction models, when growth curve estimator was used, sensitivity value was improved.